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Executive Summary
The University of Nebraska Online Worldwide (NUOW) has the goal of redesigning its strategic
website presence and developing a data tool that provides insight and actionable information
for NUOW’s key performance indicators. The internal organic traffic to NUOW’s website is the
most valuable source of traffic. Often traffic is lost due to the limitations in functionality and
design. Upon implementation of Ranku’s redesign and leveraging the data from the dashboard,
NUOW will be in a position to significantly grow unique users, inquiries and applications
resulting in higher enrollments across programs.
Ranku is proposing licensing our direct marketing technology to scale traffic, simplify the user
experience to attract more qualified applicants, and our dashboard to assist NUOW in making
data driven decisions.
Ranku is a recognized domain expert in online degree recruitment. The team has worked on
recruitment with more than 80 universities and our engineers previously worked at Microsoft
making them very familiar with Microsoft Dynamics. Some of the recent accolades Ranku has
received include UPCEA’s 2014 Marketing Award for Interactive Media and the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce Blue Ribbon Award.
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I.

Project Overview

Ranku will provide direct marketing software and an enrollment driven website for the
University of Nebraska Online Worldwide (NUOW) that is optimized to engage and drive
inquiries from prospective students. The technology will include all online degrees offered by
the University of Nebraska at Kearney, University of Nebraska at Omaha, University of NebraskaLincoln, and the University of Nebraska Medical Center.
The website redesign will concentrate on increasing inquires and applications of online
students using the analytics that power Ranku’s dashboard using the NUOW style guide. These
students differ from on-campus students because they are mainly working adults, female,
average age of 34, and live within the state of Nebraska. Recognizing the in-state component is
vital for NUOW growth because of the in-state competition, Bellevue University. With your
largest in-state competitor having 13,000+ online students, open enrollment and an application
that can be completed in less than 20 minutes (http://www.bellevue.edu/application/) it is
fundamental for the NUOW website to be designed with the goal of getting the prospective
student the information they want with as few hurdles as possible. The only way to ensure the
redesign is in fact increasing qualified leads is to collect the data that is included on Ranku’s
dashboard.
The search functionality includes user’s geography, IPEDs data, and is personalized using
LinkedIn and Facebook APIs. This allows for users to have an optimized experience while also
powering the dashboard informing administrators.
The estimated implementation for Ranku’s redesign, data dashboard, and optional email system
is 3 weeks after receiving all NUOW’s data. This will allow for NUOW to enroll more students
sooner with a simple and easy implementation solution that includes all necessary coding and
design.
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This same approach can be used for the www.highschool.nebraska.edu site. To ensure that your
bottom line is protected, the important part here is to ensure that when users come to the
homepage the initially see the college degrees. We would add “High School” in the navigation
bar so students could quickly find it but at the same time protect the invaluable traffic that is
coming to your site looking for online college degrees.
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IV.

Search Engine Optimization

Our software automatically includes Search Engine Optimization (SEO) to increase organic
traffic. As programs are added to NUOW website they are meta-tagged with multiple terms to
improve each programs SEO ranking. Ranku collects and categorizes all inquiries that users
make, allowing and informing additional and new meta-tags to be added to programs. Having
more meta-tags per program also improves SEO for programs.

V.

Search Engine Marketing Audit & Recommendations

After reviewing NUOW’s current SEM strategy, it is clear that the content is original which greatly
helps your SEO ranking. Our recommendations include starting with using a crawling tool to
evaluate all aspects of your site.
Next, the site architecture is very important for the overall structure of your website. This
includes the vertical depth (how many levels it has) as well as its horizontal breadth at each
level. For NUOW this would include the number of programs. When evaluating your site
architecture, identify how many clicks it takes to get from the homepage to other important
pages and to achieve your overarching goal of students to apply.
Since the algorithm update, Panda, a lot has changed regarding URL-based duplicate content.
For an exhaustive list of ways this can impact you, we would recommend reading Section V of
Dr. Pete’s guide at http://moz.com/blog/duplicate-content-in-a-post-panda-world.
Finally, the most important SEO challenge is and always will be content. Having items metatagged (as we do for each programs) is vital for the success of your site. These meta-tags help to
get all the pages within the site ranked and more easily found by users.
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VI.

Ranku’s Dashboard & Site Analytics

Ranku takes a data driven approach to help scale online applications from prospective students.
By evaluating this data Ranku will make recommendations on opportunities for improvement
compared to industry averages. The dashboard will help you identify new opportunities within
your existing user base that aid in program and curriculum development, optimization and
content strategy.
Success metrics are tracked in real time so you will easily understand how many students
should be applying based on the number of unique visitors in Google Analytics to NUOW
website.
Unique Visitors
RFIs
Started Application Rate
Applications
Enrollments

Ranku’s dashboard is the foundation for all design because of the massive amount of actual
user data it pulls from. It is built on a framework that will allow NUOW to adapt the data and
make decisions. It tracks and monitors the recruitment process allowing for administrators to
view important data points including popular programs, and webform conversion rates.
An example of how this dashboard is beneficial is looking at the breakdown of types and levels
of degrees students are requesting webforms from. As NUOW tries to decide which new
degrees to offer online it is helpful to have actual data from real prospective students to plan
with. Monitoring and evaluating what students are interested in will result in higher application
and enrollment rates. Using and leveraging the statistical significant data rather than anecdotes
will yield higher enrollment.
In order to set the benchmarks appropriately, Ranku will need access to NUOW’s Google
Analytics, historical inquiries, current application and enrollment rates of online degree
programs at the start of the project.
Upon request, we would be happy to do a live demo of the dashboard in person or via screen
share.
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VII. Integrations & Technical Specs
Integration
Ranku is a layer that sits on top of your current SIS (People Soft) and CRM (Microsoft Dynamics).
To maximize the efficiency of recruiting online students, Ranku software is built for you to be
able to download data from your legacy system and input it into our system (gaining a unique
identifier) into an application. This allows you to know when and how quickly potential students
are converting to applicants.
Two of Ranku’s engineers are former Microsoft employees that are intimately familiar with the
benefits and challenges of Microsoft Dynamics. In an effort to address some of the challenges
that all legacy systems have, Ranku will provide NUOW with a Software Developer Kit (SDK). The
SDK allows for individual program information to be updated through a custom API.
Technical Specs
Ranku’s platform is built with NodeJs and MongoDB technologies, a state-of-art stack for
building high-performance websites. Ranku chose NodeJs due to the ease of implementation,
speed, stability and scalability. The entire platform is hosted on Heroku, which provides 24x7
availability, instant scalability and built-in server security. This gives unlimited power to scale
when demand or increases.
To make all programs easily accessible, we customize the program listings to match a student's
interest by using their work and education history from their Facebook and LinkedIn profiles.
We also integrate with geolocation data to surface programs in universities closer to student's
location. We closely monitor user engagement, visitor flow, drop off rate, visitor demographics,
and many other key metrics to continuously improve our platform to create the simplest and
most efficient web presence for online degrees.
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VIII. Milestones
The estimated implementation timeline is 3 weeks to launch after receiving all Customer data.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Analysis
Development
Testing
Training
Deployment

Milestone

Task

Reporting

Date

Client call

TBD

None

TBD

None

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

2.1
2.2
2.3

Customer provides access to Google Analytics,
historical traffic and inquiries
Customer provides branding guidelines and
requirements
Customer completes onboarding process of school
and program information
Ranku creates database
Ranku imports client data
Ranku completes design and build of NUOW site

3.1

Ranku demos site functionality for Customer

3.2

Customer approves final NUOW site

None
None
None
Client call to
review
None

4.1

Ranku training overview for Customer

Client meeting

TBD

5.1

DNS (domain name server) change date and time

None

TBD

1.1
1.2
1.3
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TBD
TBD

IX.

Pricing

Initial Implementation Fee: $36,000. This includes the website redesign and the dashboard.
Once the DNS change has occurred the rate is $100 per completed application or $50 per
started application. In order to close this information loop Ranku & NUOW will need to work
together to set this up. For either option, the initial 250 applications are pre-paid at time of
implementation.
Application to lead tracking: $10,000 for started application option. $15,000 for completed
application option. For the completed application rate, Ranku must review and approve
application.
Also included in above pricing is:
- Unique identifier
- Onsite implementation and training (travel cost included)
- NUOW access to Ranku administration portal, ability to update site manually, add new
programs
- Ongoing optimization
- Ongoing hosting of NUOW site on Ranku server (located in the United States)
Status Phone Calls: While we are working on the launch, we will schedule them 1-2 times per
week to keep everyone on track. Once the DNS change has occurred, the calls will be held
monthly. The dashboard allows NUOW to know exactly where they stand in real time.
Optional Add-ons
To build the automated email system that automatically posts webforms to Microsoft Dynamics
is $25,000 annually. Additional CRM integrations are $10,000 - $15,000 each.
Course Search Functionality: $15,000
To build the custom API for content or integrations is $10,000 - $15,000 each or as needed.
Examples of Custom Integrations include:
- Creating a content API to send content so NUOW doesn't have to make manual
updates.
- An integration where Ranku passes data inside NUOW’s application software. Example: if
you use Hobsons application and wanted us to send all of the data into Hobsons in
addition to Microsoft Dynamics so it would be in both places.
- A university or department adopts an additional CRM like Salesforce and wants to have
us integrate to it and post data in real time.
Not included:
SIS integrations: Since these are contingent on a third party making changes to their database
so we don't include and promise these since we can't control Oracle making updates to
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accommodate new fields, etc. Each Ranku user will have a unique identifier and user ID
regardless of an SIS integration existing. If this is something that you want to explore, we would
be happy to do so. The pricing of this would be $200/hour for our engineers.
PPC integration: This is something you would set up with your own Google Analytics for your
paid marketing efforts. Since Ranku does not do any pay-per-click marketing and if one day you
decided to build 10 different landing pages we wouldn't want your marketing efforts tied to us
building integrations.
Duration: 12 months with an option for NUOW to extend the contract for three additional 12month terms. At the conclusion of the first 12-month term, the parties will review the pricing
structure. If the cost incurred by NUOW exceeds $600,000 during the first 12 month term,
Ranku agrees to carry over any balances to the second 12 month term. If NUOW does not
extend this contract beyond 12 months, any remaining balance shall be paid within thirty (30)
days of the conclusion of the first 12-month term.

X.

Contact Information

Ranku, Inc.
500 Yale Ave. N, Ste 100
Seattle, WA 98109

Kim Taylor
Co-Founder & CEO
kim@goranku.com
(415) 525-2382

Cecilia Retelle
Co-Founder & COO
cecilia@goranku.com
(917) 728-2930
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